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Advertising in Lgov Advertising in print
media - the advantages are obvious
Newspaper is the best media to distribute news. All produced Newspapers ﬁnd their Chitatelecom in
the press is one of the most common traditional types of advertisement in the media. Her advertisers
often resorted to in those cases when there is a need to communicate information about the ﬁrm its
activities, manufactured products and their qualities when you want to ﬁnd partners or sponsors for
business cooperation among a wide circle of readers and to use radio or television advertising don't
allow the ﬁnancial capabilities or considerations of expediency. The most complete and quality appeal
to the consumer you can allocate as many properties of the goods or services as necessary the
Possibility of repeated requests to the advertising media high-quality and interesting papers are
usually not discarded and therefore your advertisement will be able to see the repeatedly Increased
the credibility of advertising in the media on the subconscious level, the reader believes that his
favorite edition advertised only necessary and quality products he has no reason not to trust this is a
Wide range of opportunities for advertising, you can post an article or note to make investment in
magazine advertising to buy the whole strip or just print in the newspaper a little announcement to
develop a contest in conjunction with the editorial Board or to become a sponsor of the suitable
headings Available the cost of advertising in the media compared with many other ways of
advertising costs for advertising in Newspapers to deliver optimal value and eﬃciency. In Lgov we
oﬀer You advertising in Newspapers, the Courier and the L news. Issue price of 1 cm2 of newspaper
space 25. RUB. In color + 20 %. more... Newspaper is the best media to distribute news. All produced
Newspapers ﬁnd their Chitatelecom in the press is one of the most common traditional types of
advertisement in the media. Her advertisers often resorted to in those cases when there is a need to
communicate information about the ﬁrm its activities, manufactured products and their qualities
when you want to ﬁnd partners or sponsors for business cooperation among a wide circle of readers
and to use radio or television advertising don't allow the ﬁnancial capabilities or considerations of
expediency. The most complete and quality appeal to the consumer you can allocate as many
properties of the goods or services as necessary the Possibility of repeated requests to the
advertising media high-quality and interesting papers are usually not discarded and therefore your
advertisement will be able to see the repeatedly Increased the credibility of advertising
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